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Gyoza is tasty
and hot from the pan!
Gyoza is tasty
and hot from the pan!

MIZ-2

■The delivery time is about 10 days after receipt of order.

■IH Gyoza Cooker Specifications Table

■Gyoza is offered quickly to customer both at peak 
time and when ordered two portions. You do not 
need to keep your customer waiting.

Pan is ready to grill quickly because heat source is high thermal 
efficient IH. You can reduce cooking time. Moreover, it can deal 
with small lot of two portions. You do not need to keep your 
customer waiting.

■Magnetic shunt steel pan always offers stable 
deliciousness.

Magnetic shunt steel used for pan prevents temperature 
increase above a certain level even in continuous use. Thus, it 
always grills at a constant temperature. You can get the same 
finishes all the time with only managing of heating time. 
Moreover temperature is even 
on the bottom of the pan, which 
grills evenly and beautifully. 
Temperature will not increase 
above a certain level, so you do 
not need to worry even when 
you forget to turn off power.

■Easy and convenient menu function.
You can register four types of cooking time on four menu 
switches to be selected according to the variety and the size of 
gyoza. Even non-regular worker can cook easily and it can save 
labor in the kitchen. Moreover you can develop menu variations 
such as jumbo-size gyoza or sticky thick sheet gyoza added to 
your standard gyoza. In addition, it has continuous heating mode 
without use of menu function.

■Pan guide prevents water from boiling over the pan, 
which keeps machine clean.

Pan guide catches water boiled  
over the pan during cooking, 
which keeps machine and 
surrounding area clean.

■Easy-to-clean every day.
Pan, pan guide, and lid are easily 
removable and washable. 
Easy-to-clean and keep hygiene. 
Moreover you can easily wipe 
dirtiness on machine itself 
because machine is fully flat.

■Cut running cost with IH which has an established 
reputation for energy saving.

IH has high thermal efficiency without waste, because pan itself 
produces heat. It is ready to grill quickly, which cuts cooking 
time and running cost. Moreover low radiating heat reduces 
burden on worker and reduces air-conditioning cost.

When pan, pan guide,
and lid are removed.

●Grill ability is calculated based on the assumption of 3 minutes
　and 30 seconds to five minutes for grill per one time.

¥358,000 

●12pieces/time
●100～110pieces/hour

Model
External dimension (mm) Pan dimension (mm)

MIZ-2

Width

325

Depth

450

Height

170

Height back

150

Width

180

Width

180

Number
of pans

1

Power
（50/60Hz）

1φ200V

Power 
consumption
（50/60Hz）

2.5kW

Necessary
hand switch 
capacity

Power cord

20A

Weight
（kg）

172m ground 2P 20A with hook plug


